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Robozarro is a physics-based, 2-D action game, where robots B0--Ramatron embark on an epic quest through
the outskirts, underbelly, and rooftops of Mech Angeles, to uncover the mystery surrounding the disappearance
of Dr. Zarro. Robozarro is the latest title from developer Eugene Jelas. "Robozarro brings a fresh physics-based
action experience to the mobile device gaming space," said Eugene Jelas, Founder/Creator, Robozarro. "We are
excited to launch the game on iTunes with one of the most friendly reviewers in the industry." Robozarro is a
fully-developed experience, with tons of high-quality graphics and dynamic, rich gameplay. Robozarro's 2D

physics-based action gameplay is the perfect marriage of solid programming and challenging gameplay. The
game has received positive reviews by over four and a half stars from critics. An identical version of Robozarro is
also available for Android devices. Story: Dr. Zarro is beloved for his work in robotics and inventions, known for

creating the Robo-Claw, Mega-Charge, and B-3000 Gravitron-Enhanced Robotic Gun. Despite his brilliant
creation, Zarro has also been the victim of some pretty shady stuff. One night, while on a search for a strange
and powerful device, Zarro's friend, Hector, was abducted. Knowing that there was another device on the loose

and badly malfunctioning, Zarro goes to investigate. RobozarroMaking a Splash into Top Protein World Share this
story Finding a comfortable spot at a busy restaurant can be a tough job. The last thing you’re looking for is

another person’s undivided attention. Plus, if you sit at a nearby table and look around, you will be easily
spotted. If you plan to bring your own cooler to a restaurant, it’s best to leave it on the back of your seat. If you
arrive and discover that someone else has your bag, then you probably have a very large dog that is going to

become very friendly with you. I’ve seen countless bags left on tables by people who are not sitting there. Why A
Heart Full of Misery? I used to get upset at my kids when they came home covered in other kids’ dirt and dirt

caked into their hair. I would try to convince them to wash off before they go swimming. It
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 GAMEPLAY : 4 levels of difficulty.
 INTERACTIVITY : Play game with fun mini-games/activities.
 COOL IMAGES : User can play in multiple colors/traits. User can customize their photo in real time. Make them
visible to all.
 PIXEL COUNT : 6000000 pixels are powered by FlexGameSDK
 BONUS AUDIO : Playability sound effects, animation and cool music to make the game more appealing to
people.
 COMPATIBILITY : Browser-based games run in all modern browsers.
 DROPBOX AND FTP ACCESS : Gaming and other photo viewing applications may store your photos, such as a
service like Dropbox and/or an FTP network.
 COPYRIGHTED ARTWORK : Every photo in the game is selected from
 CYNAMICS : Winner of the App Contest 2011 "Best of Show".

HOW TO PLAY? 1. Start the game.
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